1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Nitric oxide (NO), a gaseous molecule under STP (standard temperature and pressure), is a free radical solute that serves as a key signaling molecule in many cellular processes [@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib4], [@bib5], [@bib6], [@bib7]. Nitric oxide has been shown to be a potent inhibitor of platelet adhesions and activation [@bib8], [@bib9], plays a role in mediating the inflammatory process [@bib10] and is an antibacterial agent [@bib11]. It is well established as a neurotransmitter and plays a significant role in maintaining normal blood pressure [@bib12]. NO has anti-apoptotic effects in endothelial cells, lymphoma cells, ovarian follicles, cardiac myocytes and hepatocytes [@bib2]. Alternatively, NO has been shown to possess pro-apoptotic properties in macrophages, neurons, pancreatic β-cells, thymocytes chondrocytes and hepatocytes [@bib3]. There are a number of reviews that suggest NO in low levels has a protective and proliferative effect on cells while at high levels induces cell cycle arrest, senescence and apoptosis [@bib1], [@bib6], [@bib7]. The contradictory effects of NO are dependent in part on a number of factors including the flux of NO, the timing of NO release, and the type of cells exposed to NO. There has been a great deal of research in the past several decades dedicated to establishing an understanding the roles NO plays in this wide range of normal and pathological processes and attempting to harness the therapeutic potential of this molecule [@bib13], [@bib14], [@bib15], [@bib16], [@bib17], [@bib18], [@bib19], [@bib20], [@bib21]. Despite these efforts and the huge potential of NO to affect cells, there are a lack of clinically relevant NO treatments available, owing largely to the difficulty in reconciling the wide variety and sometimes contradictory effects NO exerts on cells.

It is now clear that it is essential to understand both the amount of NO cells experience/generate as well as the temporal aspect of when cells experience/generate NO (this includes both the duration of NO as well as what point in the cell cycle NO is experienced). The measurement of NO in biological media has been the subject of several recent reviews [@bib22], [@bib23], [@bib24], [@bib25], [@bib26], [@bib27], [@bib28], [@bib29], [@bib30], [@bib31]. It is well established that this free radical signaling molecule is extremely difficult to measure owning to its high reactivity and diffusivity and the large number of biological molecules with which it will react. The half-life of NO is on the order of seconds to minutes in oxygenated solutions [@bib32], [@bib33] and is substantially shorter in the presences of molecules such as hemoglobin and other free radicals [@bib34], [@bib35], [@bib36]. [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the three work horse methods utilized for measuring NO in biological solutions. They are the colorimetric Griess assay, which measures the accumulation of nitrite in aqueous solution resulting from the oxidation of NO [@bib22], [@bib23], [@bib31], electrochemically by the oxidation of NO dissolved in aqueous solution [@bib27], [@bib28], and with chemiluminescence detection of NO in the gas phase after its reaction with ozone [@bib22], [@bib30]. Each of these methods has significant limitations in the quantitative measurement of NO from cells grown in culture. The Griess assay measures the accumulation of nitrite/nitrate over time and attributes the elevated levels of these ions to NO production. In a study to determine accuracy of this method with a standard NO donor, Hunter, et al. [@bib22] reported that the Griess assay resulted in \~30% less total NO detected in phosphate buffered saline than the theoretical amount predicted by the concentration of the NO donor, PROLI/NO used. Different biological media that were also tested including serum, plasma, and DMEM, all showed an even greater variation was introduced. Importantly, the level of variation was also dependent on the total volume of solution used, making the bias in detection very difficult to calibrate. Electrochemical detection is a concentration based detection method and the results for quantitating the highly reactive NO molecule depend on a number of factors including distance of the electrode from the cells surface, trapping effect resulting from the size of the electrode, and stirring rate of the solution. Additionally, the electrodes can be very fragile and susceptible to fouling by biological molecules [@bib37], [@bib38]. Chemiluminescence detection is based on the gas-phase reaction of NO with ozone to generate an excited state NO~2~ molecule that relaxes to release a photon that can be counted [@bib30], [@bib39], [@bib40]. This is a highly selective and sensitive method of detection but is limited by the need for NO to diffuse through culture media and enter the headspace above the cell culture dish and be swept into the chemiluminescence analyzer. The bathing solution in these experiments needs to be purged by a bubbling gas in order to force NO out of the solution phase before it reacts with species present in biological media. None of these techniques have provided satisfactory results for real-time determining the level of NO that cells produce or experience.

It has become abundantly clear that temporal aspects of NO release and under what circumstances it is produced, as well as what the duration of NO production that cells achieve are critical to understanding the roles NO plays in normal and pathological processes. As an example, Thomas and co-workers [@bib41] demonstrated that the duration over which a dose of NO is delivered to cells has a profound impact on the protein expression of the cells. A single, large bolus dose of NO (average of 1000 nmol over 1 h) administered at time 0 showed increased production of p5~3~-Ser-15, which indicated apoptosis. While a larger dose of NO delivered from time 0 and continued over a 9 h period (average of 400 nmol), showed a significant production of the anti-apoptotic factor HIF-1α. When the NO dose (average of 500 nmol over 9 h) was introduced later in the culture period, such that the maximum NO was experienced by the cells at 5 h, the ratio of HIF-1α and p53-Ser-15 was markedly different. This data clearly shows that the ultimate cellular fate may be affected by the amount of NO delivered and the timing of this delivery, highlighting the importance of understanding the temporal variable involved in when cells experience the NO as well as the duration over which a specific dose of NO is delivered.

Since both the dose and duration of NO have a profound impact on the ultimate cellular reaction to NO, understanding the level and the temporal variables of cell production of NO should greatly improve the design of NO releasing materials and delivery devices and accelerate the successful clinical application of this highly promising therapeutic molecule. Here in, we describe an easy and reliable method of directly measuring the flux of NO(g) from cultured living cells continuously in real-time fashion by chemiluminescence detection that overcomes the challenges of detecting NO within the culture medium. The design of our measurement device, called CellNO trap, was inspired by classical Boyden chamber co-culture system, which allows soluble signaling molecules to cross a porous membrane separating cell types ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). While two different types of cells are cultured in two different chambers separated by a porous membrane, which could minimize direct cell-cell contact but allows soluble signaling molecules to passing through the partitioning membrane and cell-cell inter-talk was achieved when the effective cells received the soluble signaling molecules ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}A). Similarly we created an NO measurement device composed of two chambers ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}B). The upper chamber is for conventional cell culture, and the lower chamber is used to sample gaseous NO diffused from cells. The ability of the CellNO trap to measure both the dose and the timing of NO generation was verified by using a photosensitive NO releasing material, S-nitroso-N-acetylpenicillimine modified polydimethylsiloxane (SNAP-PDMS), developed by our laboratory [@bib42], [@bib43]. Macrophages (RAW-264.7) cells were cultured in the device and stimulated to demonstrate the ability to measure NO released from cells in a real-time, continuous manner. Additionally, retinal epithelial (ARPE-19) cells, mouse vascular smooth muscle (MOVAS) cells, vascular endothelial (SVEC) cells, L-929 cell and mouse primary tenocyte were tested in the CellNO trap to show general applicability of the device to multiple cell types.

2. Materials and methods {#s0010}
========================

2.1 Cells and chemicals {#s0015}
-----------------------

RAW264.7 cell, ARPE-19 cell, MOVAS cell, SVEC, and fetal bovine serum (FBS), phosphate buffered saline (PBS), Dulbecco\'s modified eagle medium (DMEM) were all purchased from ATCC (Manassas, VA). L-929 cell and mouse primary tenocyte (kindly provided by Dr. Rupak Rajachar, Houghton, MI). Silanol-terminated PDMS, (3-aminopropyl) trimethoxylsilane, dibutyltin dilaurate were purchased from Gelest Inc. (Morrisville, PA). Room temperature vulcanized PDMS (RTV-3140) and silicone elastomer base and curing agent (Sylgard® 184) were acquired from Dow Corning Co. (Midland, MI). Interferon-γ mouse was obtained from BD Biosciences (San Diego, CA), lipopolysaccharine, L-arginine, N-acetyl-D, L-penicillamine, acetyl anhydrate, calcein-AM, and 4-amino-5-methylamino-2′,7′-difluorescein (DAF-FM), and cyclam were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Tertbutyl nitrite was purchased from Acros Organics, (Pittsburgh, PA). Toluene was purchased from Mallinckrodt Chemicals (Phillipsburg, NJ). N^ω^-hydroxy-nor-Arginine (nor-NOHA), L-N^G^-Nitroarginine methyl ester, and nitrate/nitrite colorimetric assay kit were obtained from Cayman Chemical (Ann Arbor, MI). Gelatin was obtained from Bio-rad (Hercules, CA). Pyridine was purchased from EMD Chemical Inc. (Darmstadt, Germany). Ethidium bromide was obtained from Invitrogen (Grand Island, NY).

2.2 CellNO trap fabrication {#s0020}
---------------------------

Solutions of PDMS (either 1 g RTV-3140 dissolved in 10 ml of toluene or 0.5 g Sylgard® dissolved in 10 ml toluene) was manually cast on the top of glass fiber filter paper to form NO permeable and cell culture compatible membranes. Different thickness of PDMS membrane was achieved by casting multiple layers of PDMS solution on the filter paper. For cell culture, 3 layers of PDMS solution (either RTV-3140 or Sylgard®) were cast (72 μl/cm^2^) onto the glass fiber filter paper and dried for overnight for complete curing. The bottom of 100 mm dia.×20 mm deep or 60 mm dia.×15 mm deep polystyrene cell culture dishes were removed, leaving a 2.5--3.5 mm wide rim around the bottom of the plate ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}A). The PDMS covered glass fiber filter paper was adhered to the culture dish, creating a PDMS/glass filter paper bottom ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}B). A second culture dish was attached under the PDMS-bottomed dish and two holes were drilled in the wall of the lower chamber, creating a cell culture dish with two chambers ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}C). Upper chamber was further top-coated with 2 mg/ml dopamine solution for 24 h (in 10 mM Tris buffer, pH=8.5). The whole device was sterilized through ethylene oxide for 24 h and then the polydomapomine surface was treated with a 2 mg/ml gelatin solution for 1 h, after which the device is ready for cell culture ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}D). Device was placed within a cell culture incubator and the lower chamber was connected to the chemiluminescence NO analyzer sampling line for real-time continuous NO measurement ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}E).

2.3 SNAP-PDMS synthesis {#s0025}
-----------------------

The photo-sensitive NO releasing polymer SNAP-PDMS was synthesized according the previously published method [@bib42], [@bib43]. Briefly, 1.6 g of 2000 cSt silanol-terminated PDMS were dissolved in 4 ml of toluene and mixed with 2 ml of 0.15 g/ml (3-aminopropyl) trimethoxysilane toluene solution. After vortex-mixing, 1.0 ml of dibutyltin dilaurate stock solution (1.25 mg dibutyltin dilaurate/ml of toluene) was added. The PDMS mixture was continually stirred at room temperature for 24 h to allow for cross-linking. Self-protected N-acetyl-DL-penicillamin thiolactone was synthesized according to the method developed by Moynihan and Robert [@bib44]. Then 50 mg of the thiolactone, 1 ml of toluene, and 2 ml of the cross-linked PDMS solution were mixed together and stirred for another 24 h. The tethered thiol groups were then nitrosated with t-butyl nitrite. SNAP-PDMS solution and RTV-3140 solution was manually cast in Teflon molds in three alternating layers to form RTV-3140 encapsulated 200 µm thick SNAP-PDMS film. Polymer films were stored in the dark at 4 °C until use.

2.4 CellNO trap validation and calibration {#s0030}
------------------------------------------

Controllable light-initiated NO releasing polymer SNAP-PDMS was used to release NO at different surface fluxes by illuminating the films with variable levels of light from a 470 nm LED (VAOL-5GSBY4, Mouser electric, Mansfield, TX). NO flux was measured via chemiluminescence detection with a Sievers 280i Nitric Oxide Analyzer (NOA) (GE Instruments, Boulder, CO) using 200 ml/min flow rate, with both house nitrogen and ambient air as the sweep gases. The instrument was then calibrated with zero NO gas and 45 PPM calibration NO gas standard (Air Liquid Healthcare America Corp. Plumsteadville, PA). Nitrogen or ambient air was used as sweep gas to carry NO into the chemiluminescence analyzer for direct NO measurement. Deviations caused by different sweep gases (N~2~ or ambient air) were evaluated via linear regression and student *t*-test. RTV-3140 coated SNAP-PDMS was placed within the upper chamber on the surface upon which cells were grown ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}A). Polymer was submerged with either PBS solution, or DMEM media, or no bathing solution. Signal response time and NO releasing rate were evaluated by simultaneously recording NO flux from the both upper and lower chambers of the measurement device with two identically calibrated NOAs.

2.5 Cell culture and treatment {#s0035}
------------------------------

Mouse macrophage cell line (RAW264.7) was kept in culture in conventional polystyrene petri-dish within complete DMEM (with 10% FBS and 1% penicillin-streptomycin). Cells were scraped off and reseeded into the upper chamber of the CellNO trap. RAW264.7 cultured within complete media was used as the negative control. Cells were stimulated with LPS and/or IFN-γ. During NO measurement, different reagents which may change cellular NO generation profile were administrated to cultured cells such that the final concentration of the reagents are specified, including arginine (an additional 1 mM), the arginase inhibitor nor-NOHA (10 μM), and the NOS inhibitor L-NAME (50 μM).

2.6 Direct measurement of NO release from cells {#s0040}
-----------------------------------------------

Cells were cultured within the CellNO trap using standard cell culturing conditions until confluent unless otherwise stated. RAW264.7 cells were then stimulated with LPS and/or IFN-γ. The CellNO trap device containing cells was then placed into 37 °C 5% CO~2~ incubator. The lower chamber of the device was connected to NOA. Cellular NO generation was measured in PPB/sec (parts per billion/s) and was converted to moles/sec and normalized to surface area per time to determine the surface flux of NO released by the cell layer (nmole cm^−2^ min^−1^).

2.7 Cellular NO probing by DAF {#s0045}
------------------------------

DAF-FM stain was dissolved in DMEM to the final concentration of 10 μM. The DAF-FM contained media was applied to cultured cells and incubated for 20 min at 37 °C with 5% CO~2~. Media was removed and cells were washed twice with PBS; then submerged in PBS and imaged using either Zeiss AxioVert 200 M Apo Tome or Olympus BX51 fluorescent microscope.

2.8 Cell image by fluorescent microscope {#s0050}
----------------------------------------

Cells were stained with live-dead assay reagents, 2 μM calcein-AM and 2 μg/ml ethidium bromide, in DMEM solution for 10 min. Fluorescently labeled cells were imaged via Zeiss AxioVert 200 M Apo Tome fluorescent microscope or Olympus BX51 microscope.

2.9 Membrane SEM and AFM imaging {#s0055}
--------------------------------

The prepared semi-permeable membrane was cross-sectioned into 0.5×0.5 cm pieces. Membrane was platinum coated (50 nm) and imaged with a Hitachi S-4700 FE-SEM. Polydopamine and gelatin treated membrane was cut into 0.5×0.5 cm pieces for topographic image by Veeco Dimension 3000 at. force microscope. The aluminum reflex coated cantilever (Tap300Al-G, Budgetsensors) was used with a resonance frequency of 300 kHz and a force constant of 40 N/m.

2.10 Ultimate NO products assay {#s0060}
-------------------------------

Cell cultured media was collected and total NO production was measured based on the hypothesis that all NO generated by cell ultimately transfers to NO~3~^−^ or NO~2~^−^. The Griess assay was applied according to the protocol provided by Cayman Chemical Inc. In brief, 40--80 μl samples were incubated with nitrate reductase for 2 h to transfer all NO~3~^−^ to NO~2~^−^; then Griess reagents N-(1-naphthyl)ethylenediamine and sulfanilic acid were mixed at specified ratios; 100 µl of Griess reagent mixture was added to samples and reacted for 10 min; sample absorbance was read at 540 nm by microplate reader (BioTek Instrument, Winooski, VT); known concentration gradient of sodium nitrite/nitrate solution dissolved within complete cell culture media or PBS was used to obtain calibration curve.

2.11 Statistical analysis {#s0065}
-------------------------

The data was analyzed by either student\'s *t*-test or one-way analysis of variance. All statistical assays were achieved through R programming unless specifically noted.

3. Results and discussion {#s0070}
=========================

3.1 Fabrication of the CellNO trap and characterization of PDMS membrane {#s0075}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

The principle of the widely used cell co-culture Boyden chamber, which takes the advantage of molecule diffusion, was used as the inspiration for this device ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}A). In our system, a two-chamber structure was designed to allow cells to grow in the upper cell-culture chamber using conventional cell culturing media and reagents and, at the same time, sample gas phase NO in the lower chamber. Once cellular NO diffuses through the interface, NO can be carried by the sweep gas into the NOA for continuous, real-time measurement ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}B).

The key component of the CellNO trap is the water-tight, NO permeable membrane used to separate the culture chamber from the NO sampling chamber. To create the two independent chambers, the membrane at a minimum needs to be 1) highly permeable to NO, 2) water impermeable, 3) compatible with cell growth, and 4) able to be readily fabricated. Polydimethoxylsiloxane (PDMS) was used as the critical component of this membrane because it has a large NO diffusion coefficient (up to 3.0×10^−5^ cm^2^/s) [@bib45], is highly hydrophobic such that it is impermeable to water, can be modified to be biocompatible, and is easy to cast into any shape. PDMS was cast into layers up to 20 µm thick layer, so that NO may diffuses through the membrane within one second [@bib32]. This ensured the NOA data directly reflected the real-time NO released from the cell layer. However, since the thin PDMS layer itself is not stiff enough to provide the mechanical support that cell culture requires, PDMS was cast over a glass fiber filter paper. So that the glass fiber paper provided the mechanical strength while the PDMS created a gas permeable, water-tight chamber to form a culturing chamber. After surface treatment by polydopamine and ECM gelatin solution, the PDMS surface was ready for cell culture.

To achieve real-time NO measurement, NO gas molecules need to pass through the membrane as fast as possible, so that it can be detected using chemiluminescence in real-time. Considering Einstein--Smoluchowski equation, which describes the net molecule displacement, Δ*x*, versus time (*t*) as$${(\Delta x)}^{2} = 2Dt$$where *D* represents the diffusion coefficient [@bib32]. To get a small *t* value, a thin interface and large *D* are required. To achieve this, a diluted RTV-3140/Sylgard® solution in toluene was manually cast on glass fiber filter paper layer by layer with a total of 3 layers. [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}A showed the cross-section of polymer coated glass fiber filter paper imaged by SEM. Total polymer thickness can be well controlled within 20 µm (17.3±3.2 µm). To control and adjust the thickness of polymer layer, different concentration of RTV-3140 solution (0.1 g/ml and 0.125 mg/ml) and different number of layers cast can be used ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}). Since PDMS is not a good cell culture substrate, ECM component gelatin was used for surface treatment [@bib46]. To do this PDMS was surface treated by coating with 2 mg/ml of dopamine first, which worked as intermediate adhesive, and further with 2 mg/ml gelatin solution applied over the polydopamine layer to assist cell adhesion for cell culture [@bib46]. [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}B and C showed the topographic images of the membrane by SEM and AFM, respectively. AFM quantified the surface roughness, root mean square (Rms) as 63.51 nm±19.60 nm, indicating a suitable surface roughness for cell culture [@bib47]. [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}D illustrates the structure of the final device with a cell culture chamber on top and gas sampling chamber at the bottom. The assembled device can be coupled to the chemiluminescence detector and placed within the incubator for measuring real-time NO released from cells ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}E).

3.2 Real-time measurement evaluation {#s0080}
------------------------------------

To validate that real-time NO measurement can be achieved by sampling NO in the lower chamber of the device, a piece of the processed glass fiber membrane was fixed in between co-culture Kube® chambers; a 4 mm diameter, 0.1 mm thick SNAP-PDMS film was placed on the membrane in the upper chamber ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}); LED light was applied to the polymer to trigger NO releasing. SNAP-PDMS is a light sensitive NO leasing polymer, which releases NO at a highly controllable manner through changing the intensity of the light irradiating the polymer, and this response is linear [@bib42] and is also demonstrated as shown in [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}. [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}A shows NO fluxing was controlled by changing the drive current applied to the LED, thereby changing the intensity of light produced by the LED. This property will be used later in the CellNO trap validation and calibration.

By sampling NO from both the upper and lower chambers using two identically calibrated chemiluminescence analyzers, the NO signal was simultaneously obtained from both chambers ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}). Once NO releasing was triggered by light, the NO flux was detected (first increase, in both blue and red lines) at the same time from both chambers, indicating no time delay of NO measurement across the membrane. Then the same light intensity was applied after PBS solution and DMEM media were added to the upper chamber over the SNAP-PDMS disc with NO sampling continuing in both chambers. The addition of the bathing solutions dramatically hindered the gas phase measurement of NO flux in the upper chamber, while NO measured in the lower chamber remained relatively stable compared to the initial measurement with no bathing solution as the light was turned on and off (second and third increase in blue but not in red). Of particular importance, the NO measured in the bottom chamber showed release that exactly corresponded to the light being turned on and off, demonstrating that we maintained excellent temporal resolution for the tracking of the production of NO in the lower chamber, regardless of the addition of solution over the SNAP-PDMS disc in the upper chamber. This indicates that if we applied this system to cultured cells we should be able to record the temporal aspect cellular production of NO even when covered with culture media.

It should be noted that to prevent the potential oxygen tension reduction within cells by sweeping the lower chamber with pure nitrogen gas, ambient air (air drawn from within a 5% CO~2~ incubator) was used as the sweep gas to carry NO into the NOA and zero calibration gas for the NOA in all subsequent experiments. To confirm that there was no significant difference between using house nitrogen and ambient air as the sweep gases, a control experiment was completed to evaluate the impact of the potential reaction of NO with oxygen present in ambient air during sampling. [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}A shows the representative NO releasing profiles from SNAP-PDMS tested using both nitrogen and ambient air. No significant difference was found between the two profiles. Linear regression analysis showed linearity was good for both experimental conditions (*R*=0.9999 and 0.9998, while slope=239.38 PPB/mA and 231.68 PPB/mA for N~2~ and ambient air, respectively); a slight decrease of detection sensitivity (slope in [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}B, 3.2% decrease) was observed in ambient air group. This is an indication that there is a tendency of losing some NO signal by sampling with ambient air because of NO oxidation, however, by paired student *t*-test there is no statistically significant difference between the two groups (*P*=0.1926), indicating the feasibility of using ambient air and proper calibration to estimate cell NO generation.

3.3 Characterization of amount of NO detected by CellNO trap {#s0085}
------------------------------------------------------------

The NO generated from cultured cell layer will diffuse in all directions, meaning in our system it will either enter media or diffuse through PDMS layer for sampling. The sampled NO should be only a part of the total NO generated by cells. Then we designed a series of experiments to find the relationship between the detected NO and the total amount of NO generated, aiming to use the gas sampled NO to quantify the total amount of NO generated.

To do this RTV-3140 coated SNAP-PDMS was used as NO source again; the polymer disc was attached tightly on the PDMS glass filter paper, membrane of the CellNO trap device, where different LED drive currents were used to adjust the rate of NO generation; NO was sampled in both upper and lower chambers ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}A). Total NO released was calculated as the sum of the total amount of NO generated from both upper and lower chambers, as determined by integrating the area under the NO release curves. Data showed clearly that the tested NO flux across the membrane ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}A blue line) changed in the same way as total NO flux changed ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}A, the sum of red and blue line). More importantly, after PBS was applied on top of NO source and the same LED drive current was repeated (same light energy to initiate the same NO release), NO flux through the membrane remained constant ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}A blue line after green arrow). However, the NO signal sampled from the upper chamber decreased dramatically ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}A red line after green arrow). This is expected since thick PBS bulk slowed NO diffusion such that NO auto-oxidation has more time to occur, which also explained why our device membrane needs to be thin. Linear regression analysis ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}B) further demonstrated that the bathing solution on top of NO source will not affect the NO flux into the lower chamber ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}B, blue slope remained after PBS addition), although it greatly decreased the detection sensitivity from the top chamber ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}B, red slope remained after PBS addition). It\'s also worth pointing out that although the signal detected in the upper chamber dramatically decreases, the NO production still increases linearly with increased LED drive current ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}B).

To ensure that CellNO trap maintained equivalent function for culture media, we changed the PBS bathing solution to normal complete DMEM, the same phenomenon was observed ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}C). Linear correlation of total NO generated (represented by the sum of NO detected from both chambers; upper chamber signal cannot be directly sampled at this point, so that media was collected and the Griess assay was applied to calculate the total NO generated) and the NO sampled from the bottom was examined ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}D). These results directly proved that the NO signal obtained from the lower chamber is linearly related to the total NO generation, indicating the feasibility of calculating total NO flux through simply multiplying NO flux detected from the lower chamber by an appropriate calibration factor.

3.4 Demonstration of cell compatibility with CellNO trap {#s0090}
--------------------------------------------------------

RAW264.7 cells were seeded into both the NO measurement device and conventional 6-well cell culture plates with a starting seeding density of 10^5^ cell/cm^2^ for 24 h. Cell viability was evaluated by calcein-AM and ethidium bromide live-dead assay afterwards. No significant difference was observed in terms of total cell number and ratio of live and dead cells between those in the cell measurement device and conventional cell culture vessels by *t*-test (data not shown). After LPS stimulation, cell viability change was tracked through live-dead assay. Also no significant difference was found between the two groups (data not shown). To further test the cytocompatibility of the device, different cells including ARPE-19, MOVAS, L-929, SVEC, and mouse primary tenocyte were seeded at various seeding densities in the CellNO trap with different culturing time (up to 3 weeks). No cell toxicity was observed (data not shown). The purpose of using these different cell lines was to demonstrate that a wide variety of cells can be cultured within the device. Though no studies were completed to understand the role of NO in these varied cells, the utility of this device will allow detailed studies to be completed that will open the door to investigate how different cells respond to, produce and change the production of NO over time and under different stimuli conditions.

3.5 Measurement of real-time NO production from cells {#s0095}
-----------------------------------------------------

The macrophage cell line RAW264.7 has be reported to produce NO at an average rate of 2.6 pmol/10^6^cell/s under conditions of bacterial infection [@bib48]. The Sievers 280i NOA utilized has a calibration constant of around 0.1 pmol/PPB/s and should therefore have sufficient detection limit to monitor NO production in RAW264.7. RAW264.7 cells were cultured within the CellNO trap (0.5--1×10^6^ cell/cm^2^) and stimulated with both 10 ng/ml IFN-γ and 100 ng/ml LPS. Immediately following stimulation, the device was connected to the NOA sampling inlet which was mounted in the cell culture incubator and connected to the NOA. Collection of continuous NO release lasted for series of time duration depending on applications (usually 17--48 h for RAW264.7).

[Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"} (each color represents one culture replicate) summarizes real-time NO releasing profiles, with similar peak shape, especially the time when maximum NO production occurred. Experimental data from the NOA was recorded as PPB/sec (volume ratio). After calibrating the NOA with acidified NaNO~2~, an empirical calibration constant ranging from 0.8to 1.7×10^−13^ mol/PPB/s was obtained, depending on the specific flow rates, cell pressure, ozone reaction pressure and sweep gas used. Then PPB raw data can be converted to mol/sec, and NO surface flux can be quantified by normalizing to surface area of the culture (it is noted that this is not the surface area of the cells themselves, but is used as a reproducible and measureable approximation for the surface area). To evaluate the repeatability of this method, different sizes of device were also used for culturing cell. Normally the NO signal started to appear between 2 and 3 h. We cultured the cells within the device for 1--2 days to allow the cells to be confluent to form a relative uniform cell layer so that cell density could be relatively stable, normally (0.5--1×10^6^ cell/cm^2^). 8 h after stimulation, cell death rate increased significantly according to live-dead assay (data not shown), which could be one of the reasons why the rate of NO production also decreased.

3.6 NO production normalized to cell number {#s0100}
-------------------------------------------

To more precisely understand how much NO was produce by cells, we normalized the data to cell number. One of the drawbacks of our new cell measurement system is that although the cells can be observed through fluorescent labeling, the current membrane is not compatible with conventional visible light microscope. However, by fluorescent staining, the number of NO releasing cell can be determined and counted using fluorescence microscopy. After recording the NO releasing profile ([Fig. 10](#f0050){ref-type="fig"}A) from a specific culture, cells were removed from incubator and stained with the NO dye DAF-FM; then NO positive cells were counted under the microscope ([Fig. 10](#f0050){ref-type="fig"}B). By using the cell number to normalize the data, NO releasing from 10^6^ cells was summarized in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} Row 1 and 2. This number only represents NO detected from the lower chamber. To calculate the total NO released, culture media was collected from the upper chamber after NO sampling for analysis with the Griess assay. NO detected by the NOA using the CellNO trap and Griess assay from the media in the upper chamber of the device was presented in [Fig. 10](#f0050){ref-type="fig"}C (open circles). Overall, unlike the result in [Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}D, more NO (77.9%) appeared to be detected by the NOA, while 21.8% was trapped in the media ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}D showed a 23.4%: 76.5% ratio). We suspected that compared with cell layer (for RAW264.7, less than 15 µm thick), SNAP-PDMS film is normally much thicker (over 200 µm), the effect of a thicker film on the device membrane may influence the distribution of final NO diffusion (i.e., retarded diffusion into the lower chamber by effectively increasing the thickness of the membrane through which NO will diffuse). So we cast a thinner SNAP-PDMS layer (\~25 µm) directly on the device and top coated with RTV-3140 to mimic cell generating NO from a thin cell layer. PBS solution was applied on top. The NOA recorded the NO flux in the lower chamber across the membrane and Griess assay tested the NO within the bathing solution. By analyzing the plot ([Fig. 10](#f0050){ref-type="fig"}C dark triangle), similar NO distribution to the cell culture experiment was observed (with 25.07% trapped in bathing solution and 74.93% NO went to NOA), proving the validity of our data and indicating that our method sampled the majority of NO generated by the cells. So the total NO generated by the cells should be presented as in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} Row 3 and 4, which is consistent with the previous reports [@bib48], [@bib49], [@bib50].

To verify the result obtained by this new method, we compared our method with the conventional NO measurement method Griess assay. RAW264.7 was cultured in both 6-well cell culture plate till confluent (around 10^7^ cell/well) and our device (10.75±0.65 cell/device). Then old media was removed and 2 ml of 100 ng/mlL LPS plus media were applied to the wells and 5 ml to the CellNO trap and connected to the NOA for real-time measurement. The accumulated NO generated was plotted in [Fig. 11](#f0055){ref-type="fig"} (circles). For 6-well plate, samples of the media was collected at different time points and tested with the Griess assay. [Fig. 11](#f0055){ref-type="fig"} solid squares show the time-dependent cumulative NO within the 100 ng/ml LPS stimulated media. Both results show a similar trend, that is before *t*=4 h, NO~2~^−^ accumulation is mild (0.35±0.51 nmol/10^6^cell by Griess assay, 2.46±0.12 nmol/10^6^cell by NOA); there is a sharp increase of NO from 4 h to 11 h (to 17.23±1.95 nmol/10^6^cell by Griess assay and 30.23±4.50 nmol/10^6^cell by NOA); after 11 h, NO signal changed slowly, suggesting a slow-down of NO generation rate from 11 h to 16 h (to 17.51±3.52 nmol/10^6^cell by Griess assay and 33.30±3.30 nmol/10^6^cell by NOA), which suggests the time response of our method is reliable. However, the NO generation numbers determined according to the Griess assay were significantly lower (around 50% of our result) than the number measured by our method, which is also consistent with Hunter\'s report [@bib22], indicating the significant problems associated with using the Griess assay to estimate the NO generation in practical biological applications and the much higher sensitivity of our methods.

3.7 Investigation of temporal profile of NO production from RAW 264.7 cells {#s0105}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

The dose-dependent biological effects of NO are beginning to be better understood, but we still lack data that shows how the temporal effect of NO plays a significant role in determining the ultimate biological response. Here we demonstrate three examples showing how utilizing CellNO trap can help understand the timing of NO generation.

IFN-γ and LPS can stimulate NO in a synergetic manner because the total accumulation of NO end-products is greater when both agents are used [@bib51]. [Fig. 12](#f0060){ref-type="fig"}A shows the real-time NO releasing profiles from the same batch of RAW264.7 stimulated by 10 ng/ml IFN-γ alone, 100 ng/ml LPS alone, and both added at time zero. [Fig. 12](#f0060){ref-type="fig"}B--D focus on the initial stage of NO profile after stimulation, showing that in all the groups, NO generation started at around 2 h after stimulation, indicating that both pathways need at least 2 h to respond the stimuli to produce NO (the NOA has a detection limit of 0.5 PPB, a 1 PPB increasing of the average rate was considered to be the start of cellular NO generation; no significant difference among groups in regards to time required to initiate NO production was observed). Our method clearly showed how soon the stimulated cells begin to produce NO, the rate of NO production, the maximum level of NO produced by each stimuli individually and how long the NO production persists under static culture condition (without media change after treatment). IFN-γ and LPS alone initiated NO production with maximal surface flux of NO reaching 2.4×10^−11^ mol cm^−2^ min^−1^ after 18 h and 1.2×10^−11^ mol cm^−2^ min^−1^ after 22 h, respectively (measured value from the lower chamber only). When the same amount of IFN-γ and LPS were added together, NO production reached a maximal surface flux of 4.2×10^−11^ mol cm^−2^ min^−1^ (measured value from lower chamber) after only 15 h. Real-time, experimental data directly showed the increase in NO production when LPS and IFN-γ are added together is greater than either of them used separately. Integrating the area of the NO release curves allows the total dose of NO released to be calculated. [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} summarizes the integrated data from the NO releasing curve, Row 1--3. Compared with Noda\'s report [@bib51], these numbers are far smaller (200 nmol/10^6^ cell and 50 nmol/10^6^ cell for LPS with and without IFN-γ respectively in their report). Cell viability tests indicated that in our system cells started to die at a high rate after 8 h of stimulation; the pH indicator in cell media also showed pH changed greatly between 8 and 12 h after stimulation. We suspected that in our system, the cell number might be too high compared with other models, which suppressed NO generation and affected cell behavior. So next, we reduced cell density and repeated the same experiment.

[Fig. 13](#f0065){ref-type="fig"} showed that using the same stimulants (10 ng/ml IFN-γ and 100 ng/ml LPS at time zero) with a lower cell density (1.24±0.18×10^5^ cell/cm^2^ compared to 5.56±0.33×10^5^ cell/cm^2^), NO release profile can be greatly altered. Compared with results in [Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}, NO signal also started between 2 and 3 h, but the NO releasing profile was elongated. Additionally, the rate of NO generation continued to increasing until up to 18 h (red). Compared with the high cell density groups ([Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}), NO flux normalized to cell number in the low density groups was significantly increased and the total NO generated (by integrating area underneath the curve from 0 to 24 h) also increased greatly (summarized in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}), showing how flexible NO production can be due to one simple factor such as different cell density. These number are two times larger than Noda et al.'s report [@bib51] but in the same order of magnitude. This might be one of the reasons why there were significant variations in NO generation rate reported by different groups. Cellular NO production rate can be very sensitive to cell environment. This highlights the importance of real-time measurement of every experiment and controlling the culturing conditions to obtain consistent results in NO generation from these cells otherwise results from different replicates or methods are not comparable.

Since arginine is the most important substrate for NO generation, we examined the relationship between NO generation and the arginine pathways. In RAW264.7 in vitro cultures, high doses of NO were produced, consuming large amount of Arg. Also, as a competing pathway, arginase catalyzes the urea cycle reaction which consumes arginine to form urea [@bib52], thereby shunting arginine away from the NO production pathway. The arginine concentration might be an important limiting factor for NO production. In our study, exogenous arginine (an additional 1 mM) was added, the arginase specific inhibitor nor-NOHA (20 μΜ), and iNOS inhibitor L-NAME (50 μΜ) were added to 100 ng/ml LPS stimulated RAW264.7 cells (high cell density model was used here, 0.5--0.7×10^6^ cell cm^−2^).

One advantage of the two-chamber CellNO trap system is that the cell culture and NO measurement can be carried out independently but simultaneously. Treating cells and sampling can be processed simultaneously without generating confusing noise, so that the NO generation change introduced by condition changes can be tracked in real-time as well. After RAW267.4 cells were stimulated with 100 ng/ml of LPS and applied to the real-time NO measurement system, arginine was added at different time points into the cell culture media. [Fig. 14](#f0070){ref-type="fig"}A--C show that, right after Arg addition, the rate of NO production underwent a sharp increase. Considering time as a factor, the degree of increase in NO production upon the addition of Arg was significantly different at different time point of stimulation. When arginine was added at 4.5 h after stimulation, NO production increased slightly from 0.46 to 0.57 pmol/10^6^ cell/s ([Fig. 14](#f0070){ref-type="fig"}A, by 28.9±4.1% on triplicates average), however, after 8 h and 12 h, NO production increased by 85.2±2.3% and 97.6±7.5% on average, respectively (from 2.16 to 4.37 pmol/10^6^ cell/s and from 1.12 to 2.37 pmol/10^6^ cell/s, in [Fig. 14](#f0070){ref-type="fig"}B and C). This could be explained by different limiting factors that occurred relative to different points of stimulation. With the consumption of Arg in static culture, after 8 h, the concentration of Arg might become the main limiting factor. So replenishing the Arg substrate for NO production might significantly change the NO producing profile. While at the initial stage, the amount of iNOS present might be the limiting factor. To further directly show that arginine accessibility determines NO production rate can be easily observed by our device, arginase specific inhibitor nor-NOHA, (which may potentially make more arginine accessible for iNOS), was applied. [Fig. 14](#f0070){ref-type="fig"}D shows 20 μM of nor-NOHA was applied to RAW264.7 after 8 h of stimulation, the NO production rate was increased from 1.99 to 2.30 pmol/10^6^ cell/s (on triplicate average by 13.6±4.0%), but not as potent as supplying arginine, which is around 1 fold. L-NAME\'s hydrolysis product inhibits NO production by binding with iNOS with high affinity. [Fig. 14](#f0070){ref-type="fig"}F showed that after supplying 50 μM of L-NAME, NO production indeed decrease from 1.68 to 1.07 pmol/10^6^ cell/s (on triplicate average by 34.9±4.0%) within 20 min (see [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}). The total NO releasing after 24 h stimulation was summarized in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}. Noda et al. [@bib51] reported the 24 h iNOS expression pattern after stimulating RAW264.7 by 100 ng/ml LPS using Western blot. The earliest immunoblotting band was characterized at 4 h. But it was not clear whether there was actual NO production within the initial 4 h after LPS stimulation due to their detection method and detection limits. We showed here that the NO signal appeared 2 h after stimulation. Using the CellNO trap system, we were able to directly measure both how much NO was produced and what the real-time level of NO production was. It is outside the scope of this work to complete the detailed molecular biology to fully determine the factors that are responsible for the changes in NO production when arginine is added and arginase and iNOS inhibited, but this devise will allow the molecular biology to be linked to direct NO detection and measurement, permitting the temporal aspect of NO release to be investigated.

Nitric oxide has multiple biological functions, which may be both deleterious and benevolent. The ultimate biological effects of nitric oxide might depend on a lot of parameters, including NO concentration, duration, and NO responding mechanisms within individual cells. Many of the contradictory roles that NO has been reported to play may be in part rooted in different temporal NO generation profiles caused by variable environmental conditions (e.g., different cell densities). But because of the lack of knowledge regarding the dose and duration of NO cells experience, attempting to understand the roles NO plays is complicated. Although attempts have been made to quantitatively determine the level of NO produced by cells or that cells experience, the problem remains unsolved because of the drawbacks within the measurement methods themselves. Western blot directly shows status of NOS isoforms, which have been used to indirectly indicate an increase or decrease in overall NO production. But this cannot be carried out in real-time or non-invasively and the actual NO level can be greatly affected by various things such as Ca^2+^ level (for nNOS and eNOS), cofactors, NO consumption rate, competitive reactions and levels of substrates and inhibitors. Immunohistochemitry or immunocytochemistry reveals NOS subcellular localization, which may be indicative and interesting in suggesting NO production, but in fact does not directly represent the level or NO production or the rate or for what duration NO is actually generated. NO fluorescent dyes such as DAF can hardly reflect NO real-time status and most NO dyes reflect NO accumulation in subcellular localization based on solubility and structures of the dyes. More importantly, the activation of the fluorescence signal is not actually dependent on NO but NO^+^ equivalents, the oxidation products of NO, which makes this detection method less specific. Other indirect methods such as the Griess assay measures oxidized products, which is very likely to underestimate the amount of NO produced due to the escape of NO into cell culture head-space and reactions with other biomolecules (Deen\'s data [@bib47]. shown in our data too). Directly measuring NO helps understand its biochemistry. The formation of other nitrogen oxides, which may be recognized as the NO signal by many current measurement methods, may cause the underestimation of the efficacy of NO by diminish the net NO level [@bib36]. NO electrochemical microprobes have been used to record NO concentration measurement and can achieve real-time measurement but there is a great deal of variability in results when using probes of different sizes and results are heavily influenced by how close the probe is placed to the actual surface of cells under investigation [@bib27].

By using the principle of Boyden co-culture chamber and high sensitivity of chemiluminescence NO analyzer, we fabricated a two-chamber, real-time cellular NO measurement device called CellNO trap. We emphasized here that to analyze biological samples, it\'s not enough to merely enhance limit of detection or increase data processing rate. Developing a biology-friendly interface is equally important, which brings about the minimum changes to the existing experimental protocols and introduces the least perturbation to biological systems. Our goal is trying to standardize NO data presentation, derive as much information as possible from the test systems and make NO data from different labs comparable.

Because of different requirements by specific applications, some limitations of the CellNO trap system need to be pointed out herein. This method does not directly provide concentration information, which can be estimated by calculation according to (ref). The current device is only applicable for in vitro cell culture system. One on-going research effort in our laboratory is to modify the device for measuring NO generation from tissues. This method investigates NO generation rate from significant amount of cells, and the result represents the average, not NO generated by one specific cell or local NO concentration. The limit of detection is mainly dependent on the sensitivity of NOA. To further improving the limit of detection is not easy. The method investigates each sample at a time, which makes less efficient compared to other methods that rely on the high-throughput microplate reader. But another on-going research project in our laboratory is trying to overcome this problem by designing new cell culture and sampling devices based on multi-well tissue culture plates.

In our system, due to the biocompatibility and gas-permeability of PDMS based substrate, cells were able to be seeded, grown, and tested in the same device without deviating from standard cell culture protocols. Dissolved NO was guided into gaseous phase and the flux was directly recorded. This only relies on the correct calibration of the instrument and the device. Some pioneers' work reported NO generation rate in cytokine/LPS stimulated RAW264.7. Normally the calculation is based on monitoring the change in NO concentration and, no other NO consumption routes other than certain specified chemical reactions [@bib48], [@bib49], [@bib50]. The range differed from 2.6±0.1 pmol/10^6^ cell/s to 6.0±0.4 pmol/10^6^ cell/s, which is compatible with but generally a little less than our result. One reason could be the equations only considered the oxidation of NO by oxygen and superoxide, while in fact there are additional side reactions that potentially affect the NO consumption too.

Wang et al. mentioned NO oxidation in the PDMS membrane of their NO deliver system [@bib53], which potentially could be one source of NO loss in our system too. However, their membrane was around 500 µm thick, which is much thicker than the membranes utilized in this system. To prove that in our system, NO loss during sampling is negligible, we used controllable NO releasing polymer SNAP-PDMS to release NO with a constant rate. NO rate was measured directly and across the membrane. Result shows that no statistic detectable signal loss within the membrane (data not shown). So in our method, we emphasize close measurement, where NO undergoes the least chemical consumption between its generation and being captured by detectors after crossing the thin PDMS layer.

Any extra treatment to cell during measurement (such as stirring, probe placement, sampling chemicals and dyes) may potentially bring about contamination, cell damage, or alter cell behavior. Our method was able to maintain cell sheet integrity and cell growth condition during NO sampling. Cells were also easily treated with stimulants and inhibitors (such as substrates and drugs), and the resultant changes to NO generation were able to be monitored in real-time during the whole experiment. It is clear that NO production from cells depends on a series complex of factors. But it\'s unclear how much each parameter contributes to this process. If all the cell work to date related to NO generation had the corresponding direct, real-time NO measurement levels to accompany the elegant molecular biology that has been completed in an effort to understand how various factors influence NO production, our level of understanding of the normal and pathological roles NO plays in health and disease would be staggering. By accurately measuring both the dose and timing of NO production in cells and tissues, we will be able to accelerate our understanding of the diverse and sometimes apparently contradictory effects of NO in normal and pathological states.

4. Conclusions {#s0110}
==============

We fabricated CellNO trap, a two-chamber NO measurement device that is capable of quantitatively analyzing the level of NO produced by cells in a continuous, real-time manner. The device design was validated by using NO-releasing polymer (SNAP-PDMS) that generates NO in a highly controllable manner, which allowed the functional characteristics and potential utility of this device to be investigated. The upper chamber of the device was then used to culture RAW267.4 cells and investigate NO production from the cells using different stimuli and inhibitors. NO generated by the cells diffuses through a hydrophobic, gas permeable membrane that serves as the bottom of the culturing dish into a lower chamber that allows NO to be swept to a chemiluminescence detector, thereby quantitating the level of NO produced by cells. This is the first device to be reported that truly achieved real-time cellular NO measurement without disturbing the cells under investigation or deviating from standard cell culturing protocols. This device opens up a huge potential for increasing our understanding the role NO plays in both normal and pathological conditions in a variety of tissues and could potentially accelerate our ability to design NO releasing and generating therapeutic interventions by allowing quantitative understanding of both the dose and temporal aspects of NO production in cells.

This work was funded by the National Science Foundation - Division of Materials Research Grant number 1410192.

![Illustration of the 3 most common methods (an electrochemical sensor, the Griess assay for nitrite/nitrate, and gas phase chemiluminescence) for detection of NO in biological media.](gr1){#f0005}

![Illustration of the principle of the CellNO trap, a novel NO measurement system. (A) The cell co-culture system Boyden chamber allows soluble cell excretion to diffuse between the two chambers, which are separated by the porous membrane. (B) The device is comprised of 2 chambers akin to the co-culture system, the upper chamber is where cells are cultured. NO produced by the cells diffuses in all directions, including crossing a gas-permeable, water-impermeable PDMS polymer layer that forms the bottom of the upper chamber. The lower chamber of the device serves as the gas sampling chamber from which cellular NO was detected via chemiluminescence by a continuous sweep gas.](gr2){#f0010}

![Illustration of the construction of the CellNO trap. (A) SEM image of NO-permeable, water-impermeable membrane composed of micron thick polymer layer formed on top of glass fiber filter-paper, scale bar: 200 µm. (B) PDMS coated glass fiber filter paper was attached to a conventional polystyrene cell culture dish which had the bottom removed. The PDMS coated glass filter forms the bottom of the culture chamber. (C) The main components of a fully assembled device, including dish cover, selective-permeable membrane that separates the upper and lower chambers. (D) Cell culture experiment set-up in which cells were seeded within the upper chamber and the device was placed within cell incubator for normal cell culture and coupled to the sampling lines that attached to the chemiluminescence NO detector. (E) Illustration of how NO sampling can be initiated and stopped at any time point during cell culture according to specific experimental design.](gr3){#f0015}

![Characterization of the membrane structure. (A) Cross-section of PDMS polymer layer by SEM; the polymer layer was 17.3±3.2 µm thick according to SEM. (B) and (C) Topographic property of polydopamine and gelatin treated PDMS layer by SEM and AFM, respectively. AFM indicated the roughness (RMS) was 63.51 nm±19.60 nm. (D) Cells were cultured on polydopamine and gelatin top-treated PDMS layer; cellular NO diffused in all directions; once NO diffuses through PDMS layer into the lower chamber, NO was carried into NOA by sweep gas for surface flux measurement.](gr4){#f0020}

![Images that demonstrate the control over the thickness of the PDMS layer coated on the glass fiber filter paper. SEMs of different thickness of PDMS membrane by casting multiple layers of PDMS solution (for each cast, 72 μl/cm^2^ solution was applied), scale bar: 150 µm. (A) glass fiber filter paper; (B) 3 repeat of 1 g/10 ml RTV-3140 cast; (C) 1 cast of 1 g/10 ml RTV-3140 and 2 repeat of 1 g/8 ml RTV-3140 cast; (D) 1 cast of 1 g/10 ml RTV-3140 and 3 repeat of 1 g/8 ml RTV-3140 cast; (*E*) 1 cast of 1 g/10 ml RTV-3140 and 4 repeats of 1 g/8 ml RTV-3140 cast.](gr5){#f0025}

![Demonstration of the upper and lower chambers the ability to measure NO generated in the device. When bathing solution is added in the upper chamber, the NO signal is dampened but there is no impact on signal detected in the lower chamber. 4 mm diameter 200 µm thick SNAP-PDMS disc was placed on the PDMS coated filter paper, which separated Kube into two different chambers; LED light was used to photoinitiate controlled NO release from the SNAP-PDMS. Arrows indicate when the light was turned on and off. The NO surface flux from both upper and lower chambers was monitored by two identically calibrated NOAs at the same time. 100 μl PBS solution or DMEM cell culture media were applied onto SNAP-PDMS top one after another. The polymer interface was fully immersed by the bathing solution. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](gr6){#f0030}

![Illustration of the effect of using ambient air as the sweep gas on the NO signal. 15 mm diameter, 0.2 mm thick RTV-3140 coated SNAP-PDMS was exposed under different LED light intensity by changing the LED drive current. House nitrogen and ambient air were used as sweep gases for independent experiments. (A) Representative curves of NO surface flux detected through nitrogen and ambient air by the same NOA. (a) to (f) represent 0.00 mA, 0.25 mA, 0.5 mA, 0.75 mA, 1.00 mA and 1.25 mA drive current, respectively. Three independent experiments were run. (B) Linear regression analysis of the NO flux vs. LED drive current by two different sweep gas. Though the slope values indicate around 3% loss of signal when ambient air is used as the sweep gas, paired student *t*-test applied to each value obtained at different drive current showed no statistically significant difference between the two groups.](gr7){#f0035}

![Linearity of the detected NO signal over total NO generated in both gas-gas and gas-liquid chamber condition. (A) 15 mm diameter, 0.2 mm thick, RTV-3140 top-coated SNAP-PDMS was placed within NO measurement device. NO flux into both upper and lower chambers was tested by two identically calibrated NOAs simultaneously. Different NO flux was controlled by changing the drive current through a position fixed LED light. To assess the effect of bathing solution on top of NO source, PBS was applied and the same current intensity values were repeatedly applied. The damper of NO flux signal due to bathing solution was shown in the zoomed-in panel. Three independent experiments were run. (B) Linear regression analysis of results from (A). The slope reflects the detection sensitivity. Red refers to the signal from upper chamber, blue lower chamber; ×corresponds to before adding bathing solution, ● after. (C and D) Cell media was used as the bathing solution in the upper chamber. (D) Linearity test of the detected NO signal to the total NO while complete DMEM was used as the bathing solution. Media NO~2~^−^ levels tested by Griess assay were used to estimate NO flux into the upper chamber and the total flux was represented by the sum of upper flux and lower flux. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](gr8){#f0040}

![Real-time NO release from macrophage cell-line RAW264.7 under 100 ng/ml LPS and 10 ng/ml IFN-γ combined stimulation. NO flux was normalized to dish surface area. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](gr9){#f0045}

![NO release from RAW264.7 cells normalized to cell number. The NO release was measured by CellNO Trap (A), then NO positive cells were stained by DAF-FM (5 μM) and cell number was determined by fluorescent imaging, scale bar: 30 µm (B). Panel (C) illustrates the linearity of NO captured by the chemiluminescence detection and NO dissolved in media. RAW264.7 cells were stimulated by 100 ng/ml LPS and 10 ng/ml IFN-γ. NO penetrating the membrane was recorded by chemiluminescence detection. The total NO signal was calculated through integrating the area under the curve. NO dissolved and reacted within the media was determined using the Griess assay. Data points were plotted in the hollow circles. 35 μl of SNAP-PDMS solution was dissolved within 1 ml toluene and cast on to 60 mm NO measurement device and top-coated by 1 ml RTV-3140 solution, which generated around 25 µm (by calculation) thick polymer layer as NO source, which mimicked the cell layer and run the same experiment. Data were represented by the dark triangle.](gr10){#f0050}

![Synergetic effect of LPS and IFN-γ to RAW264.7 NO generation. NO flux was normalized to surface area. (A) Representative profiles of RAW264.7 NO releasing under different stimuli. 100 ng/ml LPS, 10 ng/ml IFN-γ or a combination of the two were applied to stimulate the cells. The experiment and analysis were run by groups. The same group indicates the same cell passage, seeding density, prepared PDMS-coated filter paper and culturing time. (B)--(D) larger culture dishes (100 mm) were used to increase the magnitude of detected signal, showing the time point when NO signal starts to be detectable is nearly identical among groups.](gr11){#f0055}

![The real-time NO releasing profile of RAW264.7 cultured under low cell density. Cells were cultured within the NO measurement device (60 mm diameter) to a final density of 1.61±0.24×10^6^ cell/dish. Cells were stimulated by 100 ng/ml LPS and 10 ng/ml IFN-γ at time zero.](gr12){#f0060}

![Cumulative NO generated by cultured RAW264.7 measured by Griess assay and NOA. Cells were cultured within 6-well plate to the cell density of 10^7^ cells/well. Two ml of 100 ng/ml LPS added media was applied to each well. Media sample was collected at times 0 h, 4 h, 7 h, 11 h, 16 h and 24 h. Three independent experiments were run. Samples were applied to Griess assay. To obtain the cumulative NO production by NOA, NO time-flux curves from NOA were applied to integration from 0 h to the correlated time points; then the membrane calibration constant was applied. Three independent experiments were run in triplicate.](gr13){#f0065}

![Total NO generation from RAW264.7 cells stimulated with 100 ng/ml LPS monitored by chemiluminescence after the addition of different chemical agents that effect NO production. The curves at the up-right corner of each plot are expanded plots focusing on the change. (A)--(C) 500 mM Arg stock solution was added into media at different time point during cell culturing (resulting in a final concentration of 1 mM exogenous Arg in the culture media). (D) Arginase specific inhibitor nor-NOHA (final concentration of 20 μΜ) was applied to culturing media. (E) NOS inhibitor L-NAME (final concentration of 50 μM) was applied to the culturing media. To allow a homogenous distribution of the chemicals, device was gently shaken after chemical addition. To eliminate the possibility that the procedure itself may alter NO production, control (F) was run by adding PBS and shaking device gently. Total NO released by the cells was calculated by direct NO flux measured via chemiluminescence divided by the empirically determined membrane calibration factor of 77.9%.](gr14){#f0070}

###### 

NO release from RAW264.7 cells stimulated by 100 ng/ml LPS and 10 ng/ml IFN-γ normalized to cell number (10^6^ cells).

Table 1

                                                     Average   St.d.   95% Confidence area
  -------------------------------------------------- --------- ------- ---------------------
  **AVG flux rate** (pmole/10^6^ cell/s)             1.73      0.63    1.73±0.72
  **Max. flux rate** (pmole/10^6^ cell/s)            3.48      0.95    3.48±1.08
  **Total NO** (nmole/10^6^ cell)                    122.0     30.1    122.0±34.8
  **Adjusted AVG flux rate** (pmole/10^6^ cell/s)    2.23      0.81    2.23±0.92
  **Adjusted max. flux rate** (pmole/10^6^ cell/s)   4.47      1.22    4.47±1.38
  **Adjusted total NO** (nmole/10^6^ cell)           156.6     43.8    156.6±54.3

###### 

Result from the integration of the area under the NO release curve with different stimuli. NO release was normalized to cell number (106 cells). One way ANOVA and Tukey\'s test were performed with "^⁎^" denotes *P*\<0.05, compared with all the rest groups. "Δ" denotes *P* is approximately 0.2, compared with all the other groups. Other groups did not show statistically significant difference.

Table 2

  　                                     **Total NO release** (nmol/10^6^ cell)   **Std.**
  -------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ----------
  **100 ng/ml LPS**                      35.37                                    2.90
  **10 ng/ml IFN-γ**                     30.29                                    14.43
  **100 ng/ml LPS+10 ng/ml IFN-γ *Δ***   156.6                                    43.8
  **100 ng/ml LPS+10 ng/ml IFN-γ )\***   405.57                                   54.67
  **100 ng/ml LPS+Arg at 4 h *^Δ^***     199.38                                   63.10
  **100 ng/ml LPS+Arg at 8 h**           63.10                                    17.28
  **100 ng/ml LPS+Arg at 12 h**          70.30                                    22.71
  **100 ng/ml LPS+nor-NOHA at 8 h**      45.20                                    8.41
  **100 ng/ml LPS+L-NAME at 8 h**        33.57                                    2.51
